Cargurus jeep grand cherokee

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Zero follow up
communication, no one answers the phone. I asked multiple times for at least a picture of the
truck I was interested in. I was told by Mitch the sales manager that someone would be in touch,
no one was. I was emailed by Chrissy after the initial CarGurus inquiry. Never heard back.
Dealership experience was terrible. I had asked several times from different salespeople to
please send me information and mainly Photos of the vehicle. For some reason they would not
and avoided it over and over again. They just wanted me to drive plus miles without seeing it
only to buy something else. Avoid this dealership! You will be thankful you did. No contact after
initial phone call but very nice and not super aggressive like most dealers. Three stars for a fast
response. Wouldn't answer a simple question via email about equipment on a car in their
inventory, thus there's no experience to describe! Bought elsewhere. Sales rep didnt even know
this truck sold 3 days prior but was willing to talk on buying price. Was not pleased at all with
their customer service, because it took me emailing them to get a response. Price did not
match. Bait and switch. Then asking for help, representative ran out of time and asked if he
could follow up. Salesman was not professional.. Bait and Switch. They are very responsive but
I get only to have a drive test and of course I don't want to drive all the way from Houston to San
Marcos for a simple drive test , I was looking to buy the Jeep. Difficult to even get a hold of
anyone. Sales personnel did not know much of anything as far as the negotiation on the vehicle
price. I was contacted promptly by the dealership about the vehicle, but they were unwilling to
ship cars out of state "for security reasons. Love these guys everyone made me feel welcome
and comfortable , made the car buying process very easy, would go back and buy again,.
Horrible experience. We drove from LA to Hemet to purchase 3 cars. The manager did not honor
the price we found through CarGurus. Are you serious! I don't know what kind of employees
they have, but both the sales and manager we're horrible. The sales guys kept speaking using
bad words while we were there. Waste of time, do not believe the advertised price. Sales,
finance, and overall experience was phenomenal. I would recommend this dealership to anyone.
Awesome group of people. This place was a joke. Went to test drive a truck and got in and the
engine light was on. Wasted trip. Asked three specific questions that were easy to answer. No
one called after I asked four different times. This Dealer contacted me, but unfortunately I didn't
do business with them because I bought a car in another place maybe next time I will do
business with them thanks guys. Salesman got right back to me. Was upfront with how the
truck was visually. Went about and beyond put the truck on a lift and send video of things I
asked for. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Jeep Grand Cherokee listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Lowest price first. New Jeep Grand
Cherokee. CarGurus User. Authorized Jeep Dealer. Why Use CarGurus? Jeep dealers in Atlanta
GA. Jeep dealers in Chicago IL. Jeep dealers in Dallas TX. Jeep dealers in Houston TX. Jeep
dealers in Los Angeles CA. Jeep dealers in Miami FL. Jeep dealers in New York NY. Jeep
dealers in Philadelphia PA. Jeep dealers in Washington DC. Jeep Grand Cherokee For Sale.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best dealer ever!!!! I hope
this car is available in December behen my funds arrive. Very xurteous and helpful. I have dealt
with them before and it was a VIP experience. I did not purchase the vehicle we talked about
because my wife could not part with my car. I am extremely satisfied with my visit to 26 motor!
The staff was very friendly and helpful. OSA helped me through the whole process and made
everything easy! I highly recommend contacting osa for assistance - they have an amazing
selection on vehicles! Osa and the staff at 26 motors Jamaica was very dedicated to ensuring
that I left with the car of my choice. I definitely recommend shopping there for future car
purchases. Osa helped me for months even throught me being very annoying and picky about
the car and prices. He worked with me every step of the way and lowered the prices for me and
helped me! I love this place and i highly recommend everyone to get their car here! So happy
with my new car! As a first time buyer, the staff at 26 Motors Jamaica definitely walked me step
by step through the whole buying process and made sure I was happy. All business aside, the
people there were so fun and cool. Never a dull moment at 26 Motors Jamaica. Great
experience, very fair and reasonable. When I need another car will go here first. Horrible
experience do not even bother I warn you!! Called and spoke to a representative, they didn't

have all the answers so a female saying she was the manager comes on. I couldn't even get a
word in. Was asking about warranty and was told I need to be physically be there to discuss.
Would be nice if this female that claims she is a manager took the time to listen and answer all
my questions. Highly underprice cars listed on Cargurus site and theirs, then they have a list of
exorbitant mandatory up-charges. Received a generic "fluff" response to a simple inquiry, and
in my response back they didn't respond. Not sure how many people they fool using their
questionable business practices, but 1 is too many. Never responded to 2 emails. Only
responded after a phone call and the truck sold 3 hrs prior to my appointment. When I question
them no response. Info service is great but sellers don't care too much to sell your car. Also is
one price house, so no offers. Rayann reach out, we spoke about some cars and she sent me
their inventory. I told here my preference was 6 cylinder. I paused due to my work is very busy. I
like to get more info from her. The staff has been very friendly and helpful. I love the car even
though I discovered an issue with the radio after purchasing the car. My salesman has been
very helpful getting the parts ordered and making arrangements to provide me with a loaner
when the work is done. The dealership is standing behind the car and making sure everything is
working properly. I couldn't be happier other than the delay in getting the parts due to Covid
which is beyond the dealerships control. I had a great experience with them. They were very
helpful and responsive with my questions and needs. I would definitely recommend friends and
family. Was very excited about the car. So I don't recommend this dealer. I found this car is
FWD at the time of test drive. They are liars. Salesman lied about details of my car and finances.
They snuck in hidden fees and advertised wrong fees. Choose a different dealer. From its
classic 7-slot grille and trapezoidal wheel arches to its traditional greenhouse and multitude of
aluminum wheel designs, the Grand Cherokee exhibits attention to balance, proportion, and
detail. Beyond Laredo, the Grand Cherokee is offered in 11 additional trim levels. Some are
about style Altitude , some are about improved off-roading capability Trailhawk , some are
about luxury Summit , and some are about outrageous performance Trackhawk. My test vehicle
cost half that. It was the Grand Cherokee Limited X, a new version for equipped with the
performance vented hood from the SRT and Trackhawk trims, revised front and rear bumpers,
unique inch wheels with matte-finish paint, and special heritage-pattern leather seats. Grand
Cherokees do, however, come with plenty of hard plastic panels and surfaces. Most versions of
the Grand Cherokee feature a 3. An 8-speed automatic transmission powers the rear wheels.
Depending on the trim level, one of three 4WD systems is standard or optional. My Limited X
test vehicle had Quadra-Drive II, an active full-time system with a 2-speed transfer case offering
electronically activated 4-Lo gearing. This, combined with 8. With it, you improve your chances
of staying rubber side down with a 4-star rating. The added weight and driveline friction do,
however, penalize fuel economy, knocking the city and highway figures down 1 mpg each. The
combined driving rating, however, is unchanged at 21 mpg. The Grand Cherokee averaged And
yes, these figures are for the V6 engine. On pavement, the Grand Cherokee feels invincible. This
SUV pounds holes, bumps, and cracks into submission. Acceleration is robust, and handling is
better than expected. The steering is on the heavy and slow side, but the Grand Cherokee's
tight turning radius makes U-turns and parking easy. So take it easy when going downhill with a
full load of people, cargo, or a trailer. You can solve for this by choosing the SRT or the
Trackhawk versions of the Grand Cherokee, which get major braking system upgrades. I spent a
couple of days with the Trackhawk prior to getting into the Limited X and was left astounded by
what Jeep has done in terms of tuning its hp, Hellcat-powered Grand Cherokee. That added
performance comes at a cost, of course. But it was truly a logic- and physics-defying vehicle,
and I mean that in the best of ways. Otherwise, passengers sit high with good thigh support,
and my test vehicle included air conditioning vents, dual USB ports, and a volt power outlet.
Jeep does, however, provide thoughtful shopping-bag hooks on the front-seatback panels.
Cargo space is on the stingy side, too, though it is usefully shaped. Behind the rear seat, the
Grand Cherokee supplies Standard equipment for the Grand Cherokee Laredo includes a
touchscreen infotainment system with a 7-inch display. It includes Apple CarPlay, Android Auto,
satellite radio, voice-recognition technology, and a navigation system. Pairing my iPhone XS to
Bluetooth was no trouble at all, and it was easy to make and receive calls. The voice recognition
system is excellent, finding local dining favorites, gas stations, and other points of interest
without trouble. Programming my home address required specific voice prompts to get started,
but the system had no trouble recognizing my Spanish street name and plotting a route home.
My test car had a 9-speaker Alpine premium audio system that sounded good. Higher-priced
versions of the Grand Cherokee are available with an outstanding speaker Harman Kardon
system. The Trackhawk test vehicle had this setup, and it absolutely rocked. My test vehicle had
the Advanced Active Safety Group package, which installs the parking-assist system as well as
adaptive cruise control with full stop, forward-collision warning, automatic emergency braking,

lane-departure warning, lane-keeping assist, and rain-sensing wipers. These features worked as
advertised, and in subtle enough fashion that a driver is likely to keep them engaged. The
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety IIHS gives this SUV a Marginal rating for small-overlap
frontal-impact protection for the driver and an even worse Poor rating for small-overlap
frontal-impact protection for the front passenger. Among this group, CarGurus recommends the
new-for Limited X variant, which best represents where value, style, equipment, and capability
intersect within the Grand Cherokee lineup. Furthermore, the value in the Grand Cherokee
largely resides in its off-roading capabilities, which makes the rear-drive models nothing more
than price leaders. Most SUVs will protect you better in a collision, so why take the gamble?
While gambling. In Vegas. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Jeep Grand Cherokee listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Image Not
Available. Request Information. CarGurus User. You want an SUV that can go anywhere at any
time. Luckily, few models can match the multi-talented Jeep Grand Cherokee. Why Use
CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Terry was
quick to respond and answer all of my questions. It's really like a whole team taking care of you.
Waist of time setting appointments. Arrived 30 minutes early to have someone making a deal on
the car I drove 2 hours to see. Then some guy in flip flops tells me I can wait a few hours to see
what happens. It was a great experience! Very helpful and friendly dealership! Highly
recommended. The salesman was really helpful, and really nice, but I went some place else. I
wanted to purchase the truck. I had down payment and some did reach out and told me they
would further contact me. I day later no call. I called dealership after that. Inquiring about the
truck via text never got a call. Mabe the weather was a issue? The transaction was smooth and
flawless. The dealer also provided me with a spare key as promised. I had a really good
experience with the dealership and David Torres! I lived over an hour away from them and David
went out of his way to meet with me so I can sign papers for the car I wanted. Everything with
smooth with them and my bank! Would definitely buy from them again! The worst car dealer
ever!! They are very rude and wanted us to sign a paper saying we would not give them a bad
review, and when we would not, they would not sell to us?? They didn't get my money! We don't
need your car! They were upfront that it might be a while before they had the car. Sales person
lied about optional add on items and said they where mandatory witch now found out they
where optional. I needed a car that night due to current car blowing engine. Salesman said
these where not optional but contract says otherwise. Just be honest and you will get a lot
further. Now I will fight the dealer for refunds just because I was lied to. Yes but the salesman
was very pushy. He wanted me to come in to negotiate and I didn't feel comfortable doing most
on that in person. I told him my budget and he again wanted me to come in, I asked him again to
negotiate with me over the phone. I'm ready to buy just waiting for the right deal and they didn't
want to negotiate the price. Easy to deal with! I was out of state during the purchase and the
dealer was quick with overnighting necessary paperwork to sign! David Brewer called
immediately and was very kind and courteous. David responded with answers to all my
questions in a very timely manner. I appreciate working with a salesperson like David Brewer.
Dealership contacted me back promptly. They had the vehicle I wanted but it got sold. But I will
keep looking for the vehicle and hopefully this dealership gets one back in stock. David was
outstanding. All around great experience. Dealer responded very quickly with a positive,
friendly, and open manner. No pressure or sales tactics. Just the facts and open invitation to
either visit or request more information. They refused to honor the price on Cargurus. They
actually added 4, to listed price. Dan, my contact, was on top of every step including answering
ALL of my questions honestly and then following up to make sure everything was taking place
in a timely manner. I purchased on line from El Paso and photos, car info and process were
explained clearly. I contacted dealership to see if car was available and was told yes. Arrived at
dealership that same afternoon and was then told it sold the previous day. My experience at
DeMontrond was excellent. There was no pressure from the staff. The buying car experience
was quick and easy. We appreciated the very straightforward approach from this dealership.
Good communication and no surprises at all. Very good experience. Would go back again. Made
it easy in and out. With no pressure. Great experience! Shannon was the best! The place was

fairly busy when I got there. I walked in planning to only test drive and left with a new car ahah.
Their standards for cars are high where they only sell low-mileage cars with no accidents, which
is good for the consumer. Scheduled a test drive two days prior, asked for the address via email
and only got a reply stating the hwy the dealership is located on North freeway. Received a
confirmation with the actual address on the day of. Told the vehicle is at the other location
which happens to be closer to me but that it was sold yesterday. Wasted my entire morning.
Gene, the general sales manager, and Brian were rock stars. I have to admit this was by far the
best car buying experience of my lifetime. I have had MANY!! They make it easy breezy without
the normal stress. Had a good experience, everyone was friendly and made this buying
experience a pleasure as well as easy. We obviously didn't buy the car. After driving about
miles round-trip and wasting a day. I wouldn't recommend anyone doing business with this
company. Worst experience ever with a car lot. I told the sales person that we lived 50 miles
each way and if the car sold to let us know. Well we shows up and they sold the car. Was not
happy. They were nice over the phone. The car sold before I could get out there due to my own
issues at home. I will look again. Put an inquiry on this vehicle on cargurus and right after I got
a call from fredy kia from a salesperson to give me information. They gave the me availability of
the vehicle the car history and the different ways of financing! When I went in I was helped by
Mr. Andrew and he was such a great help! He showed me this vehicle and also showed me the
different options I had. For my first time buying a car they made it very easy and smooth! I was
able to drive off with a Kia Forte! Went down to the dealership and worked with Andrew, he was
very helpful! I was finally able to get the car I always wanted. They have excellent costumer
service they honestly exceeded my expectations. Definitely will go back in the future to
purchase another vehicle. Over the years, engine choices have ranged from inline and V-type
6-cylinder, numerous V8 engines, and both diesel and SRT-tuned powertrains. Pros: It offers
plenty of power, plenty of capability, plenty of comfort, and plenty of style in spite of its age.
Cons: It has decade-old engineering, unimpressive crash-test rating, some materials too cheap
for more expensive trims. It shares a platform with the 7-passenger Dodge Durango. While the
Durango is intended primarily for street use, the Grand Cherokee retains its go-anywhere,
do-anything capability. A horsepower V6 engine is standard. Options include a hp V8 and a hp
diesel V6. Fuel economy for these engines varies. In combined driving, fuel economy ranges
from 13 mpg for the Trackhawk to 25 mpg for the diesel versions. The popular V6 and V8 get
anywhere from 15 mpg to 21 mpg in combined driving. A wide range of trim levels is available
for the fourth-generation Grand Cherokee; the model year alone includes 12 different ones. We
recommend the popular Limited, Limited X, or Trailhawk not to be confused with Trackhawk
variants. The Grand Cherokee offers timeless design and true SUV off-roading capability but
lags behind modern competitors when it comes to overall safety scores. It also exhibits iffy
reliability, with plenty of recalls for various problems throughout its years. CarGurus has
reviewed the fourth-generation Grand Cherokee five times. Some reviewers liked it, rating it 8.
One was less charitable, giving the Grand Cherokee ratings of 7. To that end, an independent
front suspension replaced the previous live-axle setup. Jeep also introduced new 4WD systems.
Though the Grand Cherokee has never offered more than two rows of seats, the
third-generation model shared a platform and powertrains with the short-lived Jeep
Commander, which existed from to With boxier styling, the Jeep Commander had enough room
for a third-row seat and two extra passengers. In , the Grand Cherokee came with Laredo and
Limited trims. The more upscale Overland joined in , and the powerful SRT8 arrived in The 4.
Jeep canceled the 4. Combined fuel-economy ratings ranged from 12 mpg combined for the
SRT8 to 20 mpg for the diesel. Donated by then-corporate-partner Daimler, the Mercedes diesel
made the Grand Cherokee more fuel-efficient than ever. Overall, fewer problems plagued this
generation Grand Cherokee than the previous one. However, the Grand Cherokee had at least
three recalls every year, most often pertaining to its 4WD system and electrical issues.
Complaints about the lousy fuel economy, a cramped back seat, and cheap interior materials
were common. Three special edition versions came along in as Jeep readied the completely
redesigned Grand Cherokee for its debut. Powertrain choices included a hp, 4. Combined
fuel-economy numbers ranged from 14 to 17 mpg for both engines and all drivetrains. In , Jeep
replaced the 4-speed automatic transmission with a 5-speed unit, resulting in a slight
improvement in fuel economy. The second-generation Jeep Grand Cherokee was subject to a
host of recalls. Owners of the model alone received 16 recall notices. Airbags were a consistent
source of problems, as were engine cooling, steering gear, fuel systems earlier years , and
electrical systems later years. The Grand Cherokee had the fewest recalls. The best things
about the Grand Cherokee were its good looks, comfortable front seats, plush interior, and
down-to-business off-roading talent. However, its thirsty engines, tiresome on-pavement driving
dynamics, unimpressive reliability, and poor crash-test ratings make it hard to recommend. That

makes its primary competitor the Toyota 4Runner for its similarly rugged construction and
four-wheeling talents. Over the decades, however, the Nissan Pathfinder before its softening
and Xterra were similar to the Jeep, as was the Hummer H3 and Volkswagen Touareg. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Jeep Grand Cherokee. Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first.
Baker Nissan Houston, TX CarGurus User. Doggett Ford Houston, TX Request Information.
Read more. That is expected to change, and soon. But in the meantime, the Americans love
SUVs for many reasons. Not all SUVs, however, are created equal. When the Grand Cherokee
was redesigned back in , I spoke to some members of Jeep management. Helfman Dodge
Chrysler Jeep Ram. Jeep Grand Cherokee Reviews Review. Beautiful car! Great handling, quiet,
met my towing needs. I ended up buying a brand new model to get the features and colors that I
wanted. Why Use CarGurus? Jeep dealers in Houston TX. Jeep dealers in Katy TX. Jeep dealers
in Conroe TX. Jeep dealers in Galveston TX. Jeep dealers in Huntsville TX. Jeep dealers in
Beaumont TX. Jeep dealers in Bryan TX. Jeep dealers in Lufkin TX. Jeep dealers in Victoria TX.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They had the van ready
for me to test drive and there was no pressure. Jaden did an awesome job! So, drove to the
dealer to see the car. All I did was waste my time. Best dealer ever!!!! I hope this car is available
in December behen my funds arrive. Very xurteous and helpful. I have dealt with them before
and it was a VIP experience. I did not purchase the vehicle we talked about because my wife
could not part with my car. I am extremely satisfied with my visit to 26 motor! The staff was very
friendly and helpful. OSA helped me through the whole process and made everything easy! I
highly recommend contacting osa for assistance - they have an amazing selection on vehicles!
Horrible experience do not even bother I warn you!! Great experience, very fair and reasonable.
When I need another car will go here first. Osa and the staff at 26 motors Jamaica was very
dedicated to ensuring that I left with the car of my choice. I definitely recommend shopping
there for future car purchases. Osa helped me for months even throught me being very
annoying and picky about the car and prices. He worked with me every step of the way and
lowered the prices for me and helped me! I love this place and i highly recommend everyone to
get their car here! So happy with my new car! As a first time buyer, the staff at 26 Motors
Jamaica definitely walked me step by step through the whole buying process and made sure I
was happy. All business aside, the people there were so fun and cool. Never a dull moment at
26 Motors Jamaica. We had a fantastic experience, with both sales and financing personnel.
Highly recommend! Great people to deal with who have a lot of experience and information they
are will to share. Called and spoke to a representative, they didn't have all the answers so a
female saying she was the manager comes on. I couldn't even get a word in. Was asking about
warranty and was told I need to be physically be there to discuss. Would be nice if this female
that claims she is a manager took the time to listen and answer all my questions. Highly
underprice cars listed on Cargurus site and theirs, then they have a list of exorbitant mandatory
up-charges. Received a generic "fluff" response to a simple inquiry, and in my response back
they didn't respond. Not sure how many people they fool using their questionable business
practices, but 1 is too many. Not professional at all, I've bought multiple cars before and this
place does not treat customer with respect.. Please stay way. I bought a car for my daughter
who is an international student. They responded very quick to my inquiry. The car was very
clean and ready for the test drive. Jared as well as Dawn and Derrick helped really well and were
very friendly. It was very nice doing business with them. More than satisfied and can
recommend this dealer to anyone. Never responded to 2 emails. Only responded after a phone
call and the truck sold 3 hrs prior to my appointment. When I question them no response. Over
the years, engine choices have ranged from inline and V-type 6-cylinder, numerous V8 engines,
and both diesel and SRT-tuned powertrains. Pros: It offers plenty of power, plenty of capability,
plenty of comfort, and plenty of style in spite of its age. Cons: It has decade-old engineering,
unimpressive crash-test rating, some materials too cheap for more expensive trims. It shares a
platform with the 7-passenger Dodge Durango. While the Durango is intended primarily for
street use, the Grand Cherokee retains its go-anywhere, do-anything capability. A horsepower
V6 engine is standard. Options include a hp V8 and a hp diesel V6. Fuel economy for these
engines varies. In combined driving, fuel economy ranges from 13 mpg for the Trackhawk to 25

mpg for the diesel versions. The popular V6 and V8 get anywhere from 15 mpg to 21 mpg in
combined driving. A wide range of trim levels is available for the fourth-generation Grand
Cherokee; the model year alone includes 12 different ones. We recommend the popular Limited,
Limited X, or Trailhawk not to be confused with Trackhawk variants. The Grand Cherokee offers
timeless design and true SUV off-roading capability but lags behind modern competitors when
it comes to overall safety scores. It also exhibits iffy reliability, with plenty of recalls for various
problems throughout its years. CarGurus has reviewed the fourth-generation Grand Cherokee
five times. Some reviewers liked it, rating it 8. One was less charitable, giving the Grand
Cherokee ratings of 7. To that end, an independent front suspension replaced the previous
live-axle setup. Jeep also introduced new 4WD systems. Though the Grand Cherokee has never
offered more than two rows of seats, the third-generation model shared a platform and
powertrains with the short-lived Jeep Commander, which existed from to With boxier styling,
the Jeep Commander had enough room for a third-row seat and two extra passengers. In , the
Grand Cherokee came with Laredo and Limited trims. The more upscale Overland joined in , and
the powerful SRT8 arrived in The 4. Jeep canceled the 4. Combined fuel-economy ratings
ranged from 12 mpg combined for the SRT8 to 20 mpg for the diesel. Donated by
then-corporate-partner Daimler, the Mercedes diesel made the Grand Cherokee more
fuel-efficient than ever. Overall, fewer problems plagued this generation Grand Cherokee than
the previous one. However, the Grand Cherokee had at least three recalls every year, most often
pertaining to its 4WD system and electrical issues. Complaints about the lousy fuel economy, a
cramped back seat, and cheap interior materials were common. Three special edition versions
came along in as Jeep readied the completely redesigned Grand Cherokee for its debut.
Powertrain choices included a hp, 4. Combined fuel-economy numbers ranged from 14 to 17
mpg for both engines and all drivetrains. In , Jeep replaced the 4-speed automatic transmission
with a 5-speed unit, resulting in a slight improvement in fuel economy. The second-generation
Jeep Grand Cherokee was subject to a host of recalls. Owners of the model alone received 16
recall notices. Airbags were a consistent source of problems, as were engine cooling, steering
gear, fuel systems earlier years , and electrical systems later years. The Grand Cherokee had
the fewest recalls. The best things about the Grand Cherokee were its good looks, comfortable
front seats, plush interior, and down-to-business off-roading talent. However, its thirsty
engines, tiresome on-pavement driving dynamics, unimpressive reliability, and poor crash-test
ratings make it hard to recommend. That makes its primary competitor the Toyota 4Runner for
its similarly rugged construction and four-wheeling talents. Over the decades, however, the
Nissan Pathfinder before its softening and Xterra were similar to the Jeep, as was the Hummer
H3 and Volkswagen Touareg. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can
2012 mustang convertible
2012 honda odyssey repair manual
2004 dodge ram wiring harness diagram
help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi
Nationwide. Find Jeep Grand Cherokee listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not
Available. Request Information. Read more. That is expected to change, and soon. But in the
meantime, the Americans love SUVs for many reasons. Not all SUVs, however, are created
equal. When the Grand Cherokee was redesigned back in , I spoke to some members of Jeep
management. Jeep Grand Cherokee Reviews Review. Beautiful car! Great handling, quiet, met
my towing needs. I ended up buying a brand new model to get the features and colors that I
wanted. Why Use CarGurus? Jeep dealers in Atlanta GA. Jeep dealers in Chicago IL. Jeep
dealers in Dallas TX. Jeep dealers in Houston TX. Jeep dealers in Los Angeles CA. Jeep dealers
in Miami FL. Jeep dealers in New York NY. Jeep dealers in Philadelphia PA. Jeep dealers in
Washington DC.

